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WANT MULTIPLE ANNOTATIONS FILES TO DISPLAY AT ONCE !!
Here are some easy steps to make it happen.
1). Open a NEW Annotation file and name it something that relates to the combo files you are
about to put in to. Say you are working around the Penrose Cemetery area with multiple
annotation files. I would then use " Penrose Composite.hwp " as my new file name.
2). Now Edit that new “Penrose Composite” file ( Press the F8 ) or one of other many ways to
get that file open. It should be completely empty at this point.
3). Click "Edit".
4). Click "Insert File by Include". A BROWSE box should open and allow you to browse and
select the first file you want in this new composite file. Select it and Click Open. When
you click Open, that file name and the complete path ( inside quotes ) preceded with a less
than sign "<" and the letter "I". Below is an example of what you should see, with your
path and file name. The letter "I" in the command is for "Include". You’re telling the
program to "include" all of the files you will select via this step and multiple usage of this
step.
<I "C:\Smith, Fred - Dutch John\Sec 25 23n 106w\Remainder Section after easement.hwp">
5). Repeat Step #4 as many times as you want to bring in as many files as you want to display
together.
NOTE: If you think that you need to edit one of the files that has been used as part of the
Composite file, you will have to edit that specific file, because you will NOT be able to edit the
file in the Composite. The Composite file is simply displaying the contents of all of the
"Included" files.
It should be easy to use the "Annotation" "ReOpen" button and slide to the right to show that
last 10 annotation files you have worked. Select and edit the file needing change. Then, use
"ReOpen" to go back to the Composite file where your edited file should display your changes.

